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It Is Not the Hat, but the Way It Is Worn That Is Important
BY MARY MARSHALL.

//¥ TB t,lf ,iatr> not the h*t> that
•• I makes a woman beautiful.” they

used to say in the days before
1 the fashion for shorn locks, and

hats that all but covered every
last spear of hair. "Now it's the hat,
not the hair that makes the big differ-
ence," said the milliner’s a little Iktcr.

In truth it is neither hair nor hat
•lone that gives a woman the greatest
advantage. It is the way she wears the
hat.

1 spent the afternoon the other day

at a benefit bridge attended for the
most part by women of social promi-
nence. As I looked about I was struck
by the smartness and good taste of the
millinery displayed With one or two
notable exceptions every hat was up-to-

date. in good taste and entirely ap-
propriate for the occasion.

Vat why was it. I wondered, that out

of the hundred or so women present

less than half did justice to their mil-
liners? Simply because more than half
of the women wore their hats all wrong.

There was the usual contingency of
extremely conservative older women
who wear their hats too high up < n
their heads as a matter of principle
They are often wiltingto wear frocks of
the latest cut. they dress with infinite
preoiston—a precision that one seldom
finds with the girls of the younger gen-
eration —they adopt new fashions in
.jewelry, and their hats are expensive
•nd usually up-to-date.

But let a daring daughter or a pre-
sumptuous milliner suggest that they
wear them down on their heads in the
way they were intended to be wom and
they are positively srahdall?ed. They

would as soon smoke in public or dance
the Black Bottom.

Then there was another group of
women who wear their hats at the
wrong angle simply through careless-
ness and lark of clothes sense. One

hat too large, another too small—an-
other put on too far back and another
too far forward. There was a woman
wearing an obviously expensive replica
of Agnes' wrapped turban —possibly an
original import—the effect all spoiled
because of the wisps of hair showing
here and there at back atid side—-
wisps that it would have taken just one
glance In the mirror to detect and only
• few seconds’ manipulation to conceal.

A third group of women wear their
hats all wrong not through any con-
scientious objection to wearing them
far enough down on their heads, or
through any glaring lack of clothes
sense, but because their heads are
either too small or too large or other-
Vise wrongly proportioned for ready-
made hats, and they have not learned
that under the circumstances their
hats must be made to order.

No group of well dressed women now
would look quite complete without
loree types of hats—the close brimless
oat. the small-brimmed hat and the
very wide-brimmed hat. For sports
wear the small-brimmed hat is the
rule. For morning or street wear the
brimless or narrow-brimmed hat—and
evening hats are for the most part

But with the group of
women you meet at luncheon or tea
time the three types of hats are almost
invariably included—and somehow the
picture wouldn’t look right if they were
not all there.

One thing that characterizes all ;
three types of hat is the downward
extension at the back of the head-
first designed to cover up the unat- j
tractive shorn surface of the nape of !
the neck, and now continued as a mat-
ter of fashion.

The brimless hats are of three sorts
—the close skull caps, the draped tur- ;
bans—both of which are often made ;
with a slight eyebrow peak in the front j
—and the new berets, which are made j
with a slightly puffed top and a closely i
drawn band. They are wom well down
on the forehead.

Many of the narrow-brimmed hats
•re made with a modified poke shape
•nd the poke suggestion is also found
in the wide-brimmed hats, though usu-
ally the wide brim extends down at i
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THE STOUT WOMAN WITH A
SHORT NECK WHO CHOOSES A
WIDE-BRIMMED HAT SELDOM
<;kts this view of herself
OR SHE WOULD USE ANOTHER
TYPE OF HAT. DFDS 7^^

A MARTHA REGMER MODEL WHICH IS TOO ELABORATELY
TRIMMED WITH LACE AND HAS A TOPHEAVY EFFECT WHEN
WORN BY A WOMAN WITH DELICATELY PROPORTIONED FEA-
TUBES.

the side In a graceful. Irregular droop
rather than in the formal lines of a
poke.

Almost invariably the crowns are,
small and rounded —with as little room
to spare as possible. The milliners
seem to have grown tired experiment-
ing with the high-crowned hats that
it was difficult to persuade women to
wear.

Trimmed hats? Yes. Some milliners
say that everything is much trimmed
and that the tendency is in the direc-
tion of more trimming. That is. some
of the milliners do. while others rather
wisely refuse to commit themselves as
to the future and are quite willing
to admit that there exists a strong
prejudice on the part of some women
against hats bearing more than a mini-
mum of trimming.

A hat correctly made from designs
prepared by the world's greatest milli-
ner and worn by the most beautiful
woman might look—just like nothing at
all. so far as smartness goes—if—

I If it were too small.
The younger women usually have

: their hats large enough. They can't
remember the days when we wore our

| hats atop our pompadours—days when
we would have laughed ourselves into ;

! hysterics at the sight of a hat pulled
down to the nape of the neck at the
back, over the ears at the sides and on

j the eyebrows at the front—unless, per-
! chance, there were a little scooped-up
i line at »he front over the center of the
jforehead.

But some women remember those
I days, and so if one of the new hats
isn't large enough to come down to the
points of ‘the compass just mentioned,

j they wear it anyway, letting it reach as
| far down all round as it will.
' (Onyrirht. 1

i Preparing the Dinner
When Maid Is Away

Wbrn you give a little dinner with no
maid or with only an Inexperienced
maid it is a good plan not to have any j
dish in your menu that demands much

i last-minute attention. For this reason j
| whipped cream dishes, though delicious
| and not difficult, are not a good setec- |

tion, as it is annoying for the hostess j
j to have to excuse herself to whip cream

i before the dessert course. There are \
dessert* of the sort that w>e know as J
charlottes, however, that make use of .
whipped cream in another way; that is, i
the cream is whipped and added to the

rest of the dessert hours before it Is
used, as it is set on ice to chill with the j
gelatin mixture that holds the cream. .

When possible, it is desirable to have
some place to set out the salad plates
all ready so- the salad course before-
hand. This should be as cool as possi-
ble. There is nothing so confusing in

! getting a dinner as not to have enough
places to place things in preparation.
It is a really good idea to have several
cutting or card tables in the kitchen
and to devote one to each of the sev-
eral courses. So that when time comes
to make changes between courses no
time has to be wasted In looking for
the essentials of that course.

In planning all your dishes for the ;
little dinner you must serve yourself,
ask yourself how much can be done in
advance and how s much depends on
last-minute preparation. There are
some dishes, like chicken pie, that can
be prepared well ahead of lime. The
chicken can be cooked, the gravy made
and the pastry arranged over the pie in
a baking dish All that nee*! be done
when you want to serve it is to take it
from the oven, place your baking dish
in a silver ring or cover its sides with a
folded napkin, and you have a good,
old-fashioned dish for dinner. If pota-
toes have been rooked in the pie, thrre
is just that much more last-minute
trouble saved.

Care Gives Youth
To Old, Worn Shoes

Isn’t one of the most vexing problems
you have to solve in putting vour pos-
sessions in order this question of where
you can put your shoes? One almost
pnvles the person with only one pair of
shoes, for then there would be no prob-
lem at all. But of course there is very
poor economy in having only a single
pair of shoes at a time, or even two or
three pairs, For economy’s sake, if for
no other, you should have several pairs
in use at the same time It is a fatt

; that cannot be gainsaid that two pairs
of shoes, if worn alternately, last longrr
than two pairs when one is worn out

I before the other has been worn at all.
The life of a shoe detiends on the way

jit is kept when not in use almost as
much as on the way it Is worn. Shoes |
should always be cleaned before they j
are put away Os course, you want to i

I do this if you have to keep your shoes j
in your clothes closet, for the idea of j
taking dirt from the street in a closet is j
repulsive enough Moreover, if mud j

j and grime remain on shoes they mar j
i and wear out the shoes If damp, shoes |
i should be thoroughly dried on shoe I
1 trees before they are put away If you j
do not have shoe trees for all your <

! shoes, you should stuff them with pa-
pers when not In use. This is espeeially

] true of light slippers t hat may easily
be piessed out of shape

Shall Wc Serve
Water at Meals?

A chain of restaurants recently
stopped serving water with meals—un-
less it was requested. Then it was
furnished without comment. The water
was withheld because it was not con-
sidered w'holesome to drink water with
meals.

But such a lot of complaint was
made by thirsty patrons of these res-
taurants, patrons who were accus-
tomed to drink wafer with their meals
and who were conscious of no ill effects
In their habit, that it was returned to
the regular bill of fare The table was
set up. as of old, with silver, butter
pepper, salt, sugar and water.

As a matter of fact, the question of
serving water with meals is one on
which no definite decision seemed to
be possible. There may always be
advocates of waterless meals On the
other hand, most of us seem to like to
drink as we eat. And many, many
dieticians and physicians say that no
harm results from this practice.

If the person with a small appetite
fills up on water before eating or while

I eating, and therefore eats too little,
I that, of course, is a serious objection to
; drinking water with meals If the

water is too highly iced, and chills the
stomach, thereby retarding digestion,
the person of delicate health may suffer
from it.

The point seems to be that, if water
doesn’t distress you when you drink
with your meals, and if you- like to
drink with your meals then it Is a good
habit. It is certainly better to drink

water with your meals than to forget

to drink between meals. And It is cer-
tainly much easier to remember to
drink water at tabic than otherwise.
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W rap-Over Slips
For Evening Wear

For wear with unlined afternoon or
evening frocks, wrap-over slips are i
used quite a bit and many of the eve- j
ning slips made by the French dress-

j makers are of this sort. They have
I the advantage over the other type of
I slip that while they cannot possibly

be too narrow around the hem, they
hang in straight scant lines. This is j
Important with some of draped models.

But these new wrap-over slips are I
made with the opening at one side of |
the back so that when the wearer sits ;
down there is no chance of the mate-
rial falling apart.

It is not difficult to make these new
wrap-over slips. A fairly well-fitted top
piece is needed w<ith straps across the

j shoulder. This extends to the hips.
Here is added the skirt section which

i for ihe slender woman need be Just a
| straight piece of silk—of required
leng'h—and wide enough to pass around
the body and lap over some 10 or 12
inches at the back. For stouter figures
a little necessary fullness may be ad-
justed by means of small, well pressed
pleats at the side.

——--

Sardine Fingers Good.
To make sardine fingers first prepare

a sauce made of the yolks of two hard-
boiled eggs, rubbed to powder with a
stiver spoon, with a few tablespoonfuls
of olive oil, pepper, salt and a little
lemon Juice added, until it is the con-
sistency of thin mayonnaise.

Now dip halves of skinned and boned
sardines in this satire. Arrange three
of four of these halved sardines on a
slice of bread and butter and cover 1
them with another slice of buttered
brpad.

Then add another layfrr of fish, an-
I other of bread and butter.

Care of Good Broom.
A good broom is always worth good

care. If you treat your brooms any old
way, then any old broom will do: but if
you use care with them, then it is worth
while buying a broom of superior qual-
ity. Attention should be given the
broom both when you use it and when

! you put it away. Take care not to use
the broom always on one side, and it

j will not become one-sided and bent,

i Frequently change it about, so that
pressure comes first on one side and
then on the other. Do not use a good
broom to sweep heavy dirt and dust. |
Have an older broom for this and use

| the new* broom only for the finer work.
Remember that a broom should never

j be left standing on the broom corns.
1 It should always be hung up so that

! the pressure Is relieved from the broom
end Usually a broom has perforations

! In the handle end so that a cord may be
put through, by which to hang it. If
your broom lacks this, make a loop of
cord and attach It to the end of the
broom by means of a small tack.

Some housewives seem to forget that
! brooms ever need cleaning. They should

‘ always be Inspected after using to see
i that they are free from dust and an ac-
cumulation of strings or hairs And re- J
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member that brooms can be washed
To do this make a good hot soapsuds In
a pail and put your broom In, lifting

it up two or three times, without ac-
j tually soaking it. Now let the broom
hang in the open air until perfectly
dry You will find that It is crisp and

| fresh as when new. *

Soft brooms need even more careful
attention than broom corn brooms, and
never should they be left resting on
their brush ends, but should be hung
where they swing free from pressure.

Before marriage, many a man is -ean
to lay down his life for the girl of h;

j choice. After all. he'll not willingly la;,
down his newspaper.

I Don’t
I Forget

—to have your old ¦straw, leg-
: horn, bangkok, milan, hemp,

crochet and halibuntal hats
cleaned and reblocked.

Felt, Silk and Belting
Hats Cleaned

Complete stock of New Spring
materials for making your own
hats.

Straw Braids—Silks
Everything new in Hat Trim-

| mings

Flowers, Feathers and
New Sport Hats

Ladies* Capital
Hat Shop

508 11th St. N.W.
Phene Main 8322
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One Ripe Strawberry Eaten
In May Is Worth Two in Jam

I have known country women who
never allowed thetr children to satisfy ,
their craving for fresh ripe fruit and ;
berries in Bummer—because of their,
irrepressible desire to make canned
goods and preserves and Jellies out of !
the best the orchards and berry patches
had to give.

If those women ever did give you a
really first-rate peach or a dish of
luscious berries, you felt that they did
it grudgingly and that you were guilty
of having robbed the preserve kettle, j
You know' the old admonition: Eat
what you can. and what you can't, you
can. That is the sensible procedure,
but these women put it the other way
round. Can what you can and what
isn't fit to be canned, eat.

I think most of us feel that good,
fresh. Juicy fruit and berries are about

• twice as good as the best jam or pre-
serves. and they are eny way consider-
ably more wholesome We realize the
value of uncooked, fresn- fruit in the
diet and fruit that has not b*en over- j
sweetened ss it has to be when we make
it into jellies, jams and preserves, IV- ;
sides the dish of fresh, ripe fruit is con-
siderably less trouble to get ready than j
the same amount of fruit made into I
Some sort of preserve*.

Any way you look at it a ripe fresh j
strawberry eaten in May is worth two
in the jam la»er on

Please don't think I am urging you
not to do canning I really have no
such Intention Only please don’t get
the ardent earner« complex that makes
It much more satisfactory to make fresh
fruH into preserves than to serve it in
all it* luscious freshness

And remember that home canning
nowadays is not so important as it
was before delicious canned things could
be bought at small cost at the grocery
store, and before there was a year-
round supply of fresh fruits of one sort
or another. And also remember that
canning is one thing when there is
an abundance of fruit on hand that
would otherwise go to waste and an-
other when fruit has to be bought at
high prices for the purpose or when
the home supply is so limited that the
desire on the part of the family to
eat it raw mutt he discouraged in order
to have enough for the preserve kettle

Every housewife ought to be able to
do some canning because e r, in cities
it sometimes happens that t cere it rea!
economy in doing it. learn the trick of
putting up a few jars, or even a single
jar at a tim* You may have a quart
of berries in the- hoe;*- that you really
don’t want to eat, or you may find in
peach season that you <an buy a large
basket at considerable saving, even .
though you mgy not need more than a
third or a half Jor present concump- !
tion

Or in the course of your country
motor trips you may com* upon a farm ’
where tome fruit or oilier is for sal*
at a temptingly low price Cm a friend
in the country may send yon *ur>>> for
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a present—more than you can possibly
j eat at present. And rather than let

; this fruit go to waste or than eating
i it Just to save it—“put it up."

Dustless Houseclcaning.
Bome people seem to think that the

! more dust they raise in housecleaning
| the more proof that they arc cleaning
thoroughly But this Is a foolish atti-
tude to take. The fact is, the more
dust you raise the more pointless your

i wwk. for if you raise dust it merely
means that you are chasing it out of the
carpet or furniture in which It has ac-
cumulated and are sending it to rest
somewhere else or to be scattered
through the air

It is only within the last few years
that we are realizing the real folly of
feather dusters and other dust scattcr-
ers that undoubtedly scare up dust and
dirt containing disease,- germs and
spread them broadcast. Moreover, dirt
dislodged Jn this way is irritating to the
throat, eyes and skin of the worker

When you plan to do your Spring
i housecleaning, if you do not own a
vacuum cleaner, rent one. It will not
cost as much as it would to hire a man
!to do rug beating If ypu have no at-
tachment* for your cleaner rent a set
of them for the housecleaning. With
them you will be able to clean mold-
ings and inaccessible places in your
house without scaring up the dust.

If you have no electricity in your
house you will not be able to have a
cleaner Then you should have all rugs
and carpet# taken a good distance from
the house to be cleaned Then do all
dusting with damp cloths and dusters.
If there are carpet* that you do not
take up sprinkle th'*m with moistened
sawdust before you sweep them
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MORE THAN ENOUGH TRIMMING IS USUALLY TOO MUCH. AND
NO ONE KNOWS IT BETTER THAN THE FASHIONABLE MILLINER.
A SIMPLE STRAW SHAPE IS SHOWN ABOVE, AT THE LEFT,
SMARTLY TRIMMED WITH AN ARTIFICIAL FLOWER AT THE
RIGHT THE SAME HAT APPEARS AS TRIMMED WITH RIBBON
PASSED ONER THE CROWN AND BROUGHT DOWN IN A LOOP
AND END AT THE RIGHT SIDE. WHEN THE HOME MILLINER
USES BOTH THESE TRIMMINGS THE EFFECT OF SMARTNESS IS
LOST AND YOU GET AN EXAMPLE OF OVERTRIMMING AS
SHOWN BELOW.


